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Kerberos: The Definitive GuideO'Reilly, 2003
Kerberos is a sophisticated network authentication system—one that has been publicly available since 1989 and provides that eternal holy grail of network administrators, single-sign-on. Yet, in that intervening decade, documentation on Kerberos has been notably lacking. While many large organizations and academic institutions have enjoyed the...
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Game Development with ActionScriptCourse Technology PTR, 2003
Game Development with ActionScript is the concise book of choice for learning how to program your own games in Flash from scratch!. Assuming no previous programming knowledge, the average aspiring programmer will learn how to create and design his own programs in a matter of pages.. Clear and concise text introduces concepts...
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Hillbilly: A Cultural History of an American IconOxford University Press, 2003
    Harkins, assistant professor of history at Western Kentucky University, means to examine the "cultural and ideological construct `the hillbilly'... rather than the actual people of the southern mountains." To this end, he examines some obscure early American printed material, Paul Webb's Esquire magazine cartoons from...
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Web Development Solutions: Ajax, APIs, Libraries, and Hosted Services Made EasyFriends of Ed, 2007
As a web user, you'll no doubt have noticed some of the breathtaking applications available in today's modern web, such as Google Maps and Flickrdesktop applications than the old style web sites you are used to. You've probably also wished that you could create such things, and then thought "nahhh, I'd need to know a lot of complicated code to...
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A Practical Guide to Content Delivery NetworksAuerbach Publications, 2005
A Practical Guide to Content Delivery Networks offers an organized approach to implementing the networks responsible for the distribution of various types of Web traffic, including standard Web pages and streaming audio and video. Because CDN operations are normally performed by independent organizations, the successful use of vendor facilities...
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Microsoft SharePoint 2007 Technologies: Planning, Design and ImplementationDigital Press, 2007
Microsoft SharePoint 2007 Technologies: Planning, Design and Implementation provides an in-depth examination of the tasks involved in planning, designing and deploying SharePoint in your enterprise. SharePoint 2007 significantly extends the breadth of capabilities for end users, administrators, developers, and designers. The cutting-edge...
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Create Your Own DVDsMcGraw-Hill, 2003
I set out to write this book for one simple reason: I want you to have fun making your own movies with your camcorder and your PC. I want to help you get up to speed so that you can easily create movies that your friends and family will actually watch.

Although the title of this book might suggest that it is strictly for people who want...
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SQL Server 2008 Transact-SQL Recipes: A Problem-Solution Approach (Recipes: a Problem-Solution Approach)Apress, 2008
SQL Server 2008 Transact–SQL Recipes: A Problem–Solution Approach is an example–based guide to the Transact–SQL language that is at the core of SQL Server 2008. Learn to create databases, insert and update data, generate reports, secure your data, and more. Author Joseph Sack takes common...
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Basic Engineering Circuit AnalysisJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008

	Basic Engineering Circuit Analysis, Ninth Edition maintains its student friendly, accessible approach to circuit analysis and now includes even more features to engage and motivate students.  In addition to brand new exciting chapter openers, all new accompanying photos are included to help engage visual...
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Moving Media Storage Technologies: Applications & Workflows for Video and Media Server PlatformsFocal Press, 2011

	Storage technologies have fundamentally changed the landscape
	of digital media in a profound way. Gone are the days of using
	a single hard disk drive on a workstation as the sole means to
	store digital content. Nearly vanished is the practice of capturing
	video and audio only on videotape. The practice of transferring
	videotape...
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Big Book of Apple Hacks: Tips & Tools for Unlocking the Power of Your Apple DevicesO'Reilly, 2008

	
	
		Ostensibly, you buy a computer or gadget to get something done. The something might be as
	
		simple as listening to MP3s you’ve ripped from your CD collection or as challenging as creating
	
		a full-length feature film. Apple is happy to sell you products to meet your needs. The trouble is
	
		your needs aren’t...
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Analog Integrated Circuits for Communication: Principles, Simulation and DesignSpringer, 2007

	Analog Integrated Circuits for Communication: Principles, Simulation and Design, Second Edition covers the analysis and design of nonlinear analog integrated circuits that form the basis of present-day communication systems. Both bipolar and MOS transistor circuits are analyzed and several numerical examples are used to illustrate the...
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